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Abstract
The Formula E racing series has become one of the world’s most prestigious competitions. In 2022, Indonesia hosted the famous Formula E race. The event possesses the potential for economic benefits for Indonesia worth 78 million euros through the arrival of 35,000 spectators. Indonesians are enthusiastic about Formula E since it allows their nation to encourage tourists and gain international prominence. However, some people do not support this event. Since they regard that amid the COVID-19 pandemic, it is preferable for the government to focus on people affected by the pandemic rather than support a Formula E event. This study compares the Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes algorithms in classifying public opinion in the Formula E race. This study gets its information from user comments on social media platforms, especially Twitter. The stages start with text preprocessing and include cleaning, case folding, tokenization, filtering, and stemming. Proceed with weighting using the TF-IDF approach. Data testing uses a confusion matrix to evaluate the classification results by testing accuracy, precision, and recall. Categorizing public opinion using the SVM algorithm has an accuracy of 82 percent, a precision of 97.86 percent, and a recall of 77.90 percent. On the other hand, the accuracy of the Naive Bayes technique is more limited, at 87.54 percent. Society’s opinion on Twitter shows positive sentiment towards implementing Formula E.
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INTRODUCTION
Formula E, at first glance, looks the same as Formula 1, but Formula E uses completely electric energy as its fuel. The Formula E event delivers a mission to promote environmentally friendly electric vehicles, along with many negative criticisms about motorsports, excessive consumption of fuel oil that contributes to changes global environment from emissions produced (Robeers, 2019)
Formula E is a new racing series dedicated to electric racing vehicles (Fatemi, Ionel, Popescu, & Demerdash, 2016). The Formula E uses an electric battery to operate and regulate the motor, utilizing the electric energy that is pushed at all global racing events (Hall, 2017). In modern motorsport, a crucial problem that often occurs is energy management in racing events, and technical regulations impose limits on the power and energy used in Formula E. The limit is the limitation of output power and various rechargeable energy storage systems (RESS) for cars. Depending on the type of event (Liu, Fotouhi, & Auger, 2020).

The Formula E racing series has become one of the world's most prestigious competitions. In 2022, Indonesia hosted the famous Formula E race. The event possesses the potential for economic benefits for Indonesia worth 78 million euros through the arrival of 35,000 spectators.

The Governor of DKI Jakarta, Mr. Anis Baswedan, issued a regulation through the instructions of the Governor of the Special Capital Region of Jakarta Number 49 of 2021 regarding the settlement of regional priority issues for 2021-2022, which was set on August 4, 2021, by Mr. Anis Baswedan. Formula E is one of the resolutions of priority issues, then the target for completion is implementing the Formula E race (Tanjug, 2021). Contains a list of achievements in resolving regional priority issues in 2021-2022.

The instructions from the Governor of DKI Jakarta regarding the implementation of formula E raise pros and cons among the public because this activity will be held amid the COVID-19 pandemic currently engulfing this country, especially because of the issue of electric cars will cost much money in its implementation. The most crucial problem is the method of funding which is considered to violate existing regulations due to the commitment fee installment, which will last until 2023, which means it will exceed the term of office of the Governor of DKI, which ends in 2022 (Tanjug, 2021).

PT. Jakarta Propertindo (JakPro) was appointed by the Governor of DKI Jakarta, Mr. Anis Baswedan, to hold an international Formula E racing event in 2020. However, this implementation has caused pro and con reactions among politicians and the public regarding the DKI provincial government's plan to use APBD funds with a value of 1.6 Trillion to carry out the Formula E racing event, and there were also protests regarding the place that would become the planned Formula E circuit at Monas. The support and criticism of the Formula E event have attracted attention and warm discussion among the public (Kartinawati & Wiyawan, 2021).

Related research on the topic of analysis of public sentiment for Twitter to analyze public opinion from tweets posted with analysis using the nave Bayes method has an accuracy of 87.34%, a sensitivity of 93.43%, and a specificity of 71.76%, proving a fairly good result in his research (Putu et al., 2021). Research on sentiment analysis of television broadcasts based on public opinion on Twitter with the K-NN method with a total of 400 tweets data produces an accuracy rate using textual weighting is 82.50% with a value of k = 3, giving good results (Berliana, Shaufiah, S.T., & Siti Sa’adah, S.T., 2018). Research on the classification of posting tweets regarding government policies by applying the nave Bayes algorithm by extracting the unigram feature with tweet data of 578 data produces an accuracy rate of 80% (Berliana et al., 2018). Research on complaint classification using the SVM algorithm with a total dataset of 1040 complaints data using rapid miner tools produces an accuracy rate of 95.67% (Fatmawati & Affandes, 2018).

This study aims to see the public response to the Formula E event, whether to support or reject this event based on community comments taken from one of the social media platforms, namely Twitter, by applying data mining techniques to classify tweets that support the formula e event using a technical approach. SMOTE and Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes algorithms.

RESEARCH METHODS

Research using the concept of Knowledge Discovery in Database (Tsitsasaru & Palpanas, 2012). To classify tweets containing support for organizing a Formula E event in Jakarta.

Types of research

This study uses qualitative data sourced from Twitter in the form of tweet data with the query Formula E.

Research Target / Subject

The data population is sourced from Twitter, namely tweet data taken from May 2020 to June 2022 with a Formula E query. The data structure of the results of crawling Twitter data using the RapidMiner application consists of several columns, namely Created-At, From-User, From-User-Id, To-User, To-User-Id, Language, Source, Text, Geo-Location-Latitude, Geo-Location-Longitude, Retweet-Count and ID. The tweet data generated from this process amounted to 917 tweets.
Procedure

The following is a framework that is carried out based on the steps and procedures of this research process:

1. Data
   The data is sourced from Twitter which is a tweet posted by the general public, tweet data retrieval using the Twitter data crawling technique using the RapidMiner application, then labeling the tweet data to classify tweets that support the Formula E event in Jakarta and tweets that do not support the Formula E event.
2. Data Selection & Cleaning
   It aims to select and clean tweet data originating from Twitter, eliminating noise and duplication of data.
3. Data Transformation
   Tweet data selected and cleaned from duplication and noise is then transformed into XLS format to facilitate the data mining.
4. Data mining
   Tweet data that has been transformed into a dataset, the next stage is to approach the right algorithm by comparing the two algorithms, namely SVM and Naïve Bayes, to see the performance generated from the two algorithms and measure the level of accuracy generated.
5. Evaluation
   The dataset modeled using the SVM and Naïve Bayes algorithms are then visualized to simplify the process of comparing the performance and accuracy of the two algorithms.

Data, Instruments, and Data Collection Techniques

The data population is sourced from Twitter, namely tweet data taken from May 2020 to June 2022 with a Formula E query. The data structure of the results of crawling Twitter data using the RapidMiner application consists of several columns, namely Created-At, From-User, From-User-Id, To-User, To-User-Id, Language, Source, Text, Geo-Latitude, Geo-Longitude, Retweet-Count and ID. The tweet data generated from this process amounted to 917 tweets. The attribute used in this data is the Text column which contains tweets regarding support for the Formula E event in Jakarta.

Data analysis technique

This study uses tweet data taken from Twitter using the rapid miner tweet data tool from May 2020 to June 2022 with a Formula E query that will be used in the text mining process. The data structure of the Twitter data crawl process consists of several columns, namely Created-At, From-User, From-User-Id, To-User, To-User-Id, Language, Source, Text, Geo-Latitude, Geo-Longitude, Retweet-Count and ID. The next phase is adding a new field, namely the label used as a class. Twitter has much information about tweets that support and don’t support the implementation of Formula E in Jakarta.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following is a sample of the data used in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>text</th>
<th>label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@KRMTRoySuryo2 Jegal kiri kanan depan belakang jalan terus formula E harumkan Indonesia pada dunia ??</td>
<td>support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@KRMTRoySuryo2 Mau dijegal xana-sini, dinyinyirin san-a-sini, kalo</td>
<td>support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emang sudah takdirnya acara</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1 is a sample of research tweet data consisting of a text column containing tweets and a label column is a class of tweet labeling results using the Crowdsourced labeling technique divided into two classes, namely support and not support classes.

**Teknik SMOTE**

The SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique) technique treats class imbalances (Amsury, Ruhayana, Saputra, & Sudistyowati, 2020). This technique synthesizes new sample data from the minority class to balance the dataset by creating new instances from the minority class and forming a convex combination of adjacent instances. The training data set consists of Smin minority data points and Smaj majority data points. For each \((X_i,Y_i) \in Smin\), most data points set Smaj. For each \((x_i, y_i) \in Smin\), SMOTE generates a new minority data point along a line segment joining \(x_i\) and one of the \(k\) closest neighbors chosen randomly.

\[
\chi_{new} = \chi_i + (\chi_j - \chi_i) \times \delta, \quad \text{...............(1)}
\]

Where is \(\delta\) a random number between \([0, 1]\). The \(x_{new}\) class label is set to +1 (ynew), the minority class label. The newly generated data point \{\(x_{new}, y_{new}\}\) is then added to the original set \(S\) and used to train the classifier. From the above formulation, it is clear that SMOTE informs oversampling to generalize the minority class by creating a larger and less specific decision region rather than a smaller and more specific original region.

**Support Vector Machine**

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised learning technique with many desirable qualities making it a popular algorithm (Mathew, Luo, Pang, & Chan, 2015). It has a solid theoretical foundation and performs classification more accurately than most other application algorithms (Windasari, Uzzi, & Satoto, 2018). Many researchers have reported that SVM may be an accurate method for text classification (Demidova & Klyueva, 2017). It is also widely used in sentiment classification. The SVM formulation for solving binary classification problems is briefly described in this section. It should be noted that binary SVM can easily be extended to multi-class classification using methods such as one-on-many and one-on-one. Figure 2 shows the SVM algorithm modeling validation process to get the accuracy value.
Figure 3 explains the results of the SVM algorithm accuracy is 88.11%, with class precision, prediction support results of 81.65%, and class recall true support results 77.90%. The tweet data results show that the classification for true support tweets with predicted support is 275 data, and actual tweets that are not supported are 6 data. True support tweets by not supporting prediction to much as 78 data, and does not support tweet data to 347 as not supporting the prediction.

Naïve Bayes
Naïve Bayes is a learning algorithm based on Bayes theory using strong assumptions (naïve)(Barfian, Iswanto, & Isla, 2017). Bayes's theory is about finding a probability of something based on pre-existing data. This method can also classify opinions based on previously trained data. The essence of naïve Bayes is finding the data's highest probability. Bayes formula can be written as follows:

$$P_{cd} = \frac{P(c) \times P_{dc}}{P(d)} \quad \text{........................................ (2)}$$

Information:
- $P_{cd}$: probability class c after d is entered into class c
- $P(c)$: the probability of class c before
- $P_{dc}$: probability d in class c
- $P(d)$: probability d

Figure 4 shows the validation process using the Naïve Bayes algorithm modeling to get the accuracy value.

Figure 4. Nave Bayes algorithm validation process

Figure 5 explains that the accuracy of the Naïve Bayes algorithm results is 87.54%, with

$$\text{accuracy: } 87.54\% \pm 2.97\% \text{ (micro average: } 87.54\%)$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>true SUPPORT</th>
<th>true NOT SUPPORT</th>
<th>class precision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pred. SUPPORT</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>97.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred. NOT SUPPORT</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>81.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class recall</td>
<td>77.50%</td>
<td>98.30%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
results to support the precision class prediction of 96.17%, class precision prediction does not help 81.62%, and class recalls actual support results 78.19%, class recall true not supporting 96.88%. Based on the results of real support tweet data with support predictions of 276 data and true not support tweet data with 11 data support predictions. Since numerous nations worldwide take part in the Formula E. True support tweet data with predictions of not keeping with as 77 data, and tweet data of not help with forecasts of not investing with 342 data event.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusion
The classification results from this study using the SVM algorithm get an accuracy value of 88.11%, with precision class prediction is support results of 97.86%, class precision prediction does not support 81.65%, and class recalls real support results 77.90%, class recall true not supporting 98.30%. While the results of the accuracy of the Naïve Bayes algorithm are 87.54%, with the results of class precision prediction support of 96.17%, class precision prediction of not supporting 81.62%, and the effects of class recalling true support being 78.19%, class remembering being true not being helping 96.88%. Based on the results obtained, the accuracy level using the SVM algorithm has a higher level of accuracy compared to the accuracy results generated by the Naïve Bayes algorithm. A high level of precision so that you can see how many tweets from the Indonesian people are intended to support implementing an international standard Formula E event in Indonesia.

Suggestion
Suggestions for further research are expected to add features such as N-Gram and apply optimization techniques. Then explore various data, for example, from comments on Instagram, YouTube, or other social media, adding classes with more than two classes, and adding the number of data samples so that research results become more and more accurate, especially in classifying Twitter data.
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